Development and applications of universal H7 subtype-specific antibodies for the analysis of influenza H7N9 vaccines.
H7N9 is a newly emerged avian influenza virus with a relatively high mortality rate in humans. At this time, there is no licensed vaccine for human protection. Development of analytical tools for H7N9 vaccine could facilitate vaccine development. Here, a universally conserved epitope in all H7 hemagglutinin (HA) sequences was identified through comprehensive bioinformatics analyses. The peptide epitope, RSGSSFYAEMK, (aa positions 149 to 159), is located on the head of the HA molecule. Antibodies generated against this universal H7 epitope were remarkably specific against H7 viral sequence with no detectable cross-reactivity to other HA subtypes. A new immunoblotting assay based on the universal H7 antibody was developed and compared with the traditional single radial immunodiffusion assay (SRID) for potency analyses of candidate H7N9 vaccines. This new assay was more sensitive and rapid compared to SRID. In addition to statistically acceptable precision and reproducibility, the new assay differs from many other alternative potency assays for influenza vaccine in that it is potentially stability-indicating, which is an important requirement for industry vaccine stability studies analyses. Furthermore, the robustness of this new assay was demonstrated by the quantitative determination of HA content in four H7N9 vaccines (split or inactivated) from different manufacturers.